In this paper we continue previous work from Sannella, Sokolowski and Tarlecki on parameterization in specification languages. Within the loose approach, we define specification and model level semantics for two kinds of parameterizations (parameterized specifications and specifications of parameterized data types) and describe, in a compositional manner, parameter passing at the two levels. Moreover, the specification and the model level semantics of parameter passing are shown to be compatible. We also show that the results obtained do not only apply to the loose approach but can also be directly applicable to the initial framework, and in general to any other kind of monomorphic framework (i.e. a framework where all specifications are monomorphic). In particular, the results obtained generalize and extend previous results for the initial approach. Finally, for obtaining all our results, new categorical constructions of multiple pushouts, amalgamations and extensions, generalizing standard notions of pushouts, amalgamations and extensions, had to be introduced.
Introduction
In the literature on specification several notions of parameterization have been studied. Some of these notions regard parameterizations only at the model level, as functors or parameterized algebras that are used to build data types from other given data types in a well-specified manner. Examples in this sense are the pioneering approach of Thatcher et al (1982) , where parameterized data types are defined as persistent free functors specified by inclusions of specifications, and the Extended-ML modules (see Sannella and Tarlecki 1989) . A different approach consists in viewing parameterizations as parametric specification transformations. This approach was taken in Burstall and Goguen (1980) and Ehrich (1982) , where parameterized specifications are defined as inclusions of specifications and where the transformation associated to parameter passing is "computed" by means of a pushout construction. A rather more general approach along this line can be found in Sannella and Wirsing (1983) and Wirsing (1986) , where parameterizations are allowed to be arbitrary λ-expressions built over the ASL specification-building operations and where parameter passing is defined as a form of β-reduction. Ehrig et al (1984) provided the first synthesis of the two different lines by defining parameterizations both as specifications of parameterized data types and as parametric specification transformations in a compatible manner. However, the results of Ehrig et al (1984) applied only to the initial framework and to the case where parameterizations are defined as inclusions of specifications (i.e. Thatcher et al 1982; Burstall and Goguen 1980; Ehrich 1982; Lipeck 1983) .
Recently, in Sannella et al (1990) , Sannella, Sokolowski and Tarlecki studied the most general case, parameterizations defined by arbitrary λ-expressions, within the loose framework, and found that the two notions of parametric transformation of specifications (from now on, parameterized specifications) and specification of parameterized data types would not only be based on different intuitions, but would also be semantically different. Essentially, their point of view is that parameterized specifications are not proper specifications in the sense that they are not necessarily intended to describe a software unit but a specification transformation, i.e. their aim is to be useful at the specification design level, since they may be seen as user-defined specification-building operations. Conversely, specifications of parameterized data types are true specifications in the sense that are intended to describe (generic) software units. As a consequence the two notions denote different constructions: a parameterized specification denotes a function that maps specifications into specifications (or classes of models into classes of models), whereas a specification of parameterized data types describes a class of "parameterized programs", i.e. functions that map "programs" into "programs" (or models into models). To be more precise, we may consider that a "program" is a specification having a single model (up to isomorphism).
In this paper we go beyond Sannella et al (1990) in a number of ways. First, we do not only study the semantics of the different kinds of parameterization but we also define, both at the specification and at the model levels, the operation of parameter passing showing compatibility and correctness results. In particular, we start by describing the meaning of some basic operations that can be considered the kernel of almost any specification language. This is done in terms of the "structural" properties that any "reasonable" specification frame is assumed to satisfy. Then, parameterizations are defined, syntactically, as arbitrary (first-order) λ-expressions over the given basic operations. Semantically, at the specification level, we do not make any distinction between the two kinds of parameterizations: generalizing the most "classical" approaches (e.g. Thatcher et al 1982; Burstall and Goguen 1980; Ehrich 1982; Ehrig et al 1984) , both are considered to denote a family of morphisms between the formal parameter specification and the specification denoted by the body of the parameterization. At the model level, following the intuitions from Sannella et al (1990) , parameterized specifications are assumed to denote functions mapping classes of models into classes of models and specifications of parameterized data types are assumed to denote a class of functors from the category of models of the formal parameter specification into the category of models of the body specification. Actually, the decision of considering that parameterized data types should be formalized in terms of functors is not obvious, since it does not seem to work properly when using, for instance, standard first-order logic as the underlying logic in the given specification language. However, as it is shown, this is just a consequence of using an inappropriate category of models for first-order logic specifications. In addition, some internal correctness notions for both kinds of parameterizations are defined and some other properties are studied.
On the other hand, contrary to Sannella et al (1990) , in this paper, the operation of parameter passing is studied in detail. At the specification level, we assume that parameter passing works exactly in the same manner for both kinds of parameterizations. However, at the model level, different semantic definitions are provided. Each definition is correctness-preserving, compatible with the corresponding specification level semantics and compositional, in the sense that we describe the result of a parameter passing operation in terms of the semantics of the parameterized specification and of the actual parameter specification. However, in the case of specifications of parameterized data types, compatibility of the specification and model level semantics of parameter passing can only be proved when dealing with monomorphic specifications (i.e. a specification whose semantics consists at most of one model, up to isomorphism). This is reasonable since, according to the intuitions underlying parameterized data types, parameter passing should only occur for program units and not for arbitrary specification units.
We also show that the results obtained do not only apply to the loose approach but (because of the explicit handling of constraints) can also be directly applicable to the initial framework, and in general to any other kind of monomorphic framework (i.e. a framework where all specifications are monomorphic). In particular, the results obtained generalize and extend previous results for the initial approach (e.g. Thatcher et al 1982; Burstall and Goguen 1980; Ehrich 1982; Ehrig and Mahr 1985) to the stronger kind of parameterizations defined by arbitrary λ-expressions.
Finally, for obtaining all our results new categorical constructions of multiple pushouts, amalgamations and extensions, generalizing standard notions of pushouts, amalgamations and extensions, had to be introduced and studied. In particular, it is shown how all these constructions may be defined in terms of more basic categorical constructions.
We have not studied here higher-order parameterizations, i.e. parameterizations where either the formal parameter or the body are themselves parameterized, but recent work in this direction show that the constructions and results presented in this paper may generalize nicely.
The paper is organized as follows: in section two we provide an introduction to the framework of specification frames including the construction of specification frames over a logic of constraints. In section 3 we introduce and study the new multiple categorical constructions, on which this paper is based. Section 4 describes the operations allowed for building specifications. In sections 5 and 6 the different parameterization and parameter passing mechanisms are studied obtaining the main results. Section 7 describes the initial approach to parameterization as a special case of the one introduced here. Finally, in section 8 some conclusions are briefly drawn and some further work is sketched.
In this section we present the basic categorical constructions used in the paper. First, we introduce the notion of specification frame as an indexed category (see e.g. Burstall et al 1989) that satisfies some additional "structural" properties and, then, we present the new constructions that will be needed in this work. The reader is assumed to have some basic knowledge in category theory and algebraic specification (see Ehrig and Mahr 1985; and Wirsing 1990) .
The properties that we associate in this paper to specification frames are foundedness and the existence of pushouts and amalgamations. Our aim in using indexed categories (plus the additional properties) is to study different constructions for building and structuring specifications at a very abstract level, in such a way that the results obtained could be independent of the specific logic used for specification, as far as this logic satisfies the required properties, i.e. we can think that the results presented are "parameterized" by the logic used for specification, with the current definition of specification frames being the formal parameter. In this sense, we do not consider the properties defining specification frames to be fixed but depending on the specific constructions studied, i.e. the term "specification frame" refers more to a catchword than to a concept.
Studying specification constructions at a very abstract level has now a long tradition in the framework of institutions (see Goguen and Burstall 1984; Goguen and Burstall 1992) . In this context, we prefer to work using the simpler construction of indexed categories because our results are mainly based on the "structural" properties mentioned above whereas the notions of "formulae" and "satisfaction" only play an implicit role in our framework. Nevertheless, for various reasons that are explained below, our specification constructions are defined on a given specification frame enriched with a logic of constraints. This, actually, provides a true institution which, on the other hand, induces the definition of a new specification frame. Anyhow, even at this level, our results are still based on the structural properties of the induced frame, while constraints and constraint satisfaction are only used for providing adequate semantic constructions.
In some previous papers, (e.g. Ehrig et al 1991) , we used the term "specification logic" instead of specification frame or indexed category because, as said above, our intention was to describe abstractly (some characteristics of) the logics used for specification. However, we have been convinced of the inadequacy of that name, taking into account that no notion of satisfaction or logical inference was explicitly involved.
Definition (Specification frame)
A specification frame SF is an indexed category (SPEC, Catmod), where SPEC is a category of abstract specifications and Catmod: SPEC op → CATCAT is a functor, that associates to every specification SP in SPEC its category of models Catmod(SP), and to every specification morphism f: SP1 → SP2 a functor Catmod(f): Catmod(SP2) → Catmod(SP1), usually denoted by V f , such that the following properties are satisfied:
1. Pushouts: SPEC has pushouts.
2. Amalgamation: Catmod transforms pushouts in SPEC into pullbacks in CATCAT .
3. Foundedness: SPEC has an initial object ∅SP and Catmod(∅SP) = 1, the category in CATCAT consisting of exactly one object and one morphism.
Remarks and Notation
1. Most logics used for specification are specification frames. Pushouts are the operations that allow to combine specifications. Amalgamation is the semantic counterpart to pushouts. Finally, the empty specification and the "empty" model would be their ∅SP, and Catmod(∅SP), respectively.
2. As a consquence of the properties 1-3 above, specification frames also satisfy the property of finite separation, i.e. if we denote by ' n SP the coproduct of n (n ≥ 0) copies of an abstract specification SP, then Catmod(' n SP) = ∏ n Catmod(SP) where ∏ n Catmod(SP) is the n-fold cartesian product of the category Catmod(SP), or some isomorphic category. This means that each object A in Catmod(' n SP) can be uniquely represented by an n-tuple A * = (A1,...,An) of objects in Catmod(SP), and similarly for morphisms. SF finitely separated means that n separated components of SP allow to build up a coproduct specification ' n SP such that the models A of ' n SP can be separated into n single models A1,...,An of SP. Since n is finite the property is called finitely separated. For n = 0 SF "finitely separated" means that SF is founded. In the case of arbitrary coproducts over a set I, which is much stronger and not required in this paper, we would say that SF is separated.
3. Properties 2 -3 and the notion of finite separation are special continuity properties of the functor Catmod, which means that Catmod preserves a special kind of limits. In fact, initial objects, pushouts and coproducts in SPEC are final objects, pullbacks and coproducts in SPEC op , the opposite category of SPEC. This means that these properties are satisfied if SPEC has all finite colimits and all of them are transformed into finite limits in CATCAT by Catmod.
Definition (Free Constructions and Persistency)
A specification frame SF has free constructions iff for every specification morphism f: SP1 → SP2 in SPEC there is a functor F f : Catmod(SP1) → Catmod(SP2) which is left adjoint to V f . F f (and, in general, any functor F: Catmod(SP1) → Catmod(SP2)) is strongly persistent iff V f ° F f = ID.
Fact
From the amalgamation property of specificaton frames it follows the so called extension property, i.e., for every pushout 
Moreover, if F is free w.r.t. f1 then also F * is free w.r.t. g2.
As said above, in this paper, we will not consider that a specification is just an object in an arbitrary specification frame. Instead, we will consider that a specification SPC is a pair (SP, C) formed by an object SP in SPEC, for a given frame, and a set of constraints C. Constraints are semantic constructions restricting the possible interpretations of a specification, i.e. a constraint restricts the class of models of a specification to those satisfying the constraint. Different kinds of constraints, such as initial, generating, free generating and first order logical constraints, have been defined and used in the literature (see Reichel 1980; Burstall and Goguen 1980; Sannella and Wirsing 1982; Sannella and Wirsing 1983; Ehrig 1981; Orejas and Nivela 1990; Goguen and Burstall 1992) . The importance of constraints is a consequence, on the one hand, of the additional expressive power that they provide to specifications and, on the other, because they are the basis of a number of structuring concepts and constructions found in specification languages (see Burstall and Goguen 1980; Reichel 1980; Orejas et al 1989; Baumeister 1991; Goguen and Burstall 1992) .
There are mainly two reasons for working with an induced specification frame with constraints instead of with an arbitrary specification frame. The first one is of a methodological nature: we wanted to handle constraints explicitly by one specification-building operation (i.e. impose, see section 4.), because, as said above, some kinds of constraints are a major structuring semantic tool which, in our opinion, have to be dealt with at the specification language level, rather than considering them embedded in the underlying specification frame. The second reason is of a technical nature, the use of some specific kinds of constraints (initial and free generating constraints) will allow us to smoothly extend our results to the initial case (see section 7.).
In the rest of the section we review the concept of constraints for a specification frame SF. In particular, using the approach and the terminology defined in and Ehrig and Mahr (1990) of constraints for algebraic specifications, we will see how can we construct an induced specification frame SFC with constraints.
Definition (Logic of Constraints)
A logic of constraints LC = (Constr, E) on a given specification frame SF = (SPEC, Catmod) is given by a functor Constr: SPEC → Classes defined on the category SPEC of abstract specifications with values in the category Classes of classes and for each object SP in SPEC a relation, E ⊆ Obj(Catmod(SP)) × Constr(SP), called satisfaction relation for constraints, such that for every morphism f: SP1 → SP2 in SPEC, all objects A2 in Catmod(SP2) and C1 ⊆ Constr(SP1) we have the following satisfaction condition
with f# = Constr(f).
Remark
1.The pair QINST = (SF, LC) defines an institution INST = (SIGN, Sen, Mod, E) in the sense of Goguen and Burstall (1984) with SIG = SPEC, Sen = Constr, Mod = Catmod, and the same kind of satisfaction condition E.
Given a logic of constraints LC on a specification frame SF, we may define the induced specification frame of abstract specifications with constraints. In this frame, specifications consist of pairs (SP, C), where SP is a specification in SF and C a set of constraints. The model functor associates to (SP, C) all models of SP satisfying the constraints in C.
Definition (Abstract Specifications with Constraints)
Given a logic of constraints LC = (Constr, E) on a specification frame SF = (SPEC, Catmod) we are able to define abstract specifications with constraints as pairs SPC = (SP, C) consisting of an object SP in SPEC and a set of constraints C ⊆ Constr(SP) and consistent specification morphisms f: (SP1, C1) → (SP2, C2). A specification morphism is consistent if we have A2 E C2 ⇒ A2 E f#(C1) for all SP2 models A2. This leads to the category SPECC of abstract specifications with constraints. Moreover, V f = Catmod(f): Catmod(SP2) → Catmod(SP1) can be restricted to a functor
where CatmodC(SP,C) is the full subcategory of Catmod(SP) of all objects A satisfying C, i.e. AEC. Catmod: SPEC op → CATCAT can thus be restricted to a functor CatmodC: SPECC op → CATCAT.
Definition and Fact (Induced Specification Frame with Constraints)
Given a specification frame SF = (SPEC, Catmod) and a logic of constraints LC = (Constr, E) on SF, the pair SFC = (SPECC, CatmodC), where SPECC and CatmodC are as defined above, is a specification frame, called induced specification frame with constraints.
"Multiple" Constructions in Specification Frames
In "classical" parameter passing (see e.g. Ehrig and Mahr 1985) pushouts, amalgamation and extension provided the basic tools for defining the various semantic concepts. For example, pushouts are used to describe parameter passing at the specification level, in the sense that the operation of substituting in the body of a parameterization the formal by the actual parameter specifications is a pushout in the category of specifications. However, in the general case studied in this paper, pushouts cannot be directly used to describe parameter passing in the same way. The problem is that the formal parameter may "occur" several times in the body specification and pushout only provide a "single" substitution. The construction needed, introduced below, is a multiple pushout.
Definition (Multiple pushout)
Given morphisms f1,...,fn: SP0 → SP1 (n ≥ 0) and f:SP0 → SP2 in SPEC the following diagram in SPEC is called multiple pushout of (f1,...,fn) and f if we have
2. (Universal Property): For each object SP3' and morphisms g', g1,...,gn with g'
(1)
Remarks
1. Note that SP3 is not the colimit object in diagram (1) since commutativity of diagram (1) would also mean g ° fi = g ° fj and gi ° f = gj ° f for all i, j = 1,...,n which is not required for graded commutativity in the case n > 1.
2. In the case n = 1 a multiple pushout is a pushout.
3. In the case n = 0 the multiple pushout object SP3 is equal to SP1 with g = 1 SP1 .
Example
Consider the following specifications and morphisms:
with h2(s0) = s2
i.e.:
Now, if we define:
together with the inclusion i0: SP0 → SP2, we can "compute" the multiple pushout:
Where SP3 would be (up to isomorphism) the specification:
and the two morphisms, h1' and h2', would map, respectively, s, a and c to s1, a1 and c1 and to s2, a2 and c2.
Fact (Construction of Multiple Pushouts)
If SPEC has finite coproducts and pushouts then SPEC has multiple pushouts.
Proof
Let ' n SP0 be the coproduct of n copies of SP0 with injections i1,...,in and similarily ' n SP2 with injections j1,...,jn. Then there is a unique f0:' n SP0 → SP1 s.t. we have graded commutativity of diagram (1) below and similar in diagram (2) with ' n f. Now SP3 can be constructed as the pushout in (3).
in f0 j1 jn g0
With gi = g0 ° ji for i = 1,...,n and g as above SP3 becomes multiple pushout object of f1,...,fn and fi. Graded commutativity of the combined diagram follows from graded commutativity of (1) and (2) and commutativity of (3). The universal property of multiple pushouts follows from the universal properties of pushouts and coproducts. In the case n = 0 the objects ' n SP0 and ' n SP2 are both initial which implies g = 1 SP1 .
Remark
1. Note that the multiple pushout of f1,...,fn and f for n ≥ 1 can also be constructed as a colimit of the following diagram .
. .
2. This construction can be generalized to the construction of pushouts for F-morphisms in the sense of Ehrig (1974) where F:G op × K → Sets is an arbitrary functor. If the universal problem for F with universal morphisms u(G):G → L(G) and u(G'):G' → L(G') is solvable and K has pushouts we have the following construction
where (1) and (2) are defined by the universal property of F and (3) is a pushout in K. In our construction above we have G = K = SPEC and F(SP0, SP1) = {(f1,...,fn)/fi:SP0 → SP1 ∈ SPEC for i = 1,...,n}.
As a consequence of the fact that finite coproducts can be constructed using pushouts and initial objects and of the fact that multiple pushouts can be constructed using finite coproducts and pushouts we have:
Corollary
If SF = (SPEC, Catmod) is a specification frame then SPEC has multiple pushouts.
In the same way that amalgamations are the semantic counter-parts of pushouts, we may define multiple amalgamation as the semantic construction associated to multiple pushouts. The essential property to ensure the existence of the multiple constructions that we study below (and, in particular, of multiple amalgamation) is finite separation (c.f. remark 2.2.2). In fact, if SF is finitely separated each multiple semantical construction can be constructed using the corresponding standard semantical construction for the case n = 1.
Definition (Multiple Amalgamation)
An indexed category SF has multiple amalgamation if for every multiple pushout as above we have the following properties:
1. For all objects A1 in Catmod(SP1) and all families of objects A2 * = (A2 1 ,...,A2 n ) in Catmod(SP2) and A0 * = (A0 1 ,...,A0 n ) in Catmod(SP0) with V fi (A1) = A0 i = V f (A2 i ), for i = 1,...,n there is a unique object A3 in Catmod(SP3), called multiple amalgamation of A1 and A2 * via A0 * , written A3 = A1 + A0* A2 * such that V g (A3) = A1 and V gi (A3) = A2 i for i = 1,...,n.
2. A similar property for morphisms h1, h2 * , h0 * , defining h3 = h1+ h0* h2 * .
Multiple amalgamation is equivalent to the fact that Catmod transforms multiple pushouts in SPEC into multiple pullbacks in CATCAT (where multiple pullbacks are the dual construction to multiple pushouts). On the other hand, as a consequence of the fact that if (SPEC, Catmod) is a specification frame then Catmod transforms pushouts into pullbacks and initial into terminal objects, we have:
Fact
1. In the case n = 1 multiple amalgamation coincides with amalgamation, written A3 = A1 + A0 A2 (see Ehrig et al 1991) , where A0 and A2 are objects instead of families of objects A0 * and A2 * . For justification of the notation see remark 3.12.
2. In the case n = 0 the families A0 * and A2 * are empty and SP3 = SP2 with g = identity (see proof of fact 3.4) such that the 0-amalgamation A3 of A1 with empty families A0 * and A2 * is equal to A1, i.e. A3 = A1.
Example
If we consider the multiple pushout of 3.3 and given algebras A1 in Catmod(SP1) and A2, A2' in Catmod(SP2) such that V h1 (A1) = V i0 (A2) and V h2 (A1) = V i0 (A2') then multiple amalgamation builds an algebra A3 "putting together" A1, A2 and A2'. For instance, suppose that A2 and A2' are, respectively, the integers and the naturals, where a and c denote the 0 and the successor operations on both algebras, and suppose, also, that A1 is an algebra whose carriers s1 and s2 consist, respectively, of the naturals and the integers and where f1 and f2 denote the predecessor operation on both carriers; then A3 would be an algebra whose carriers, of sort s1 and s2, consist of the naturals and the integers and including the operations 0, successor and predecessor over the two carriers.
Theorem (Properties of Multiple Amalgamation)
Given a specification frame SF with multiple amalgamation and given a multiple pushout as in definition 3.1 we have:
1. (Unique decomposition): Each object A3 in Catmod(SP3) has a unique decomposition into objects A1 in Catmod(SP1) and families of objects A2 * = (A2 1 ,...,A2 n ) in Catmod(SP2) and A0 * = (A0 1 ,...,A0 n ) in Catmod(SP0) s.t. A3 = A1 + A0* A2 * is the multiple amalgamation of A1 and A2 * via A0 * . Similarily each morphism h3 has a unique decomposition into h1, h2 * and h0 * s.t. h3 = h1 + h0* h2 * .
(Multiple Pullback):
The following diagram is a multiple pullback in the category CATCAT of all categories, where multiple pullbacks are dual to multiple pushouts
Moreover multiple amalgamation is equivalent to the fact that Catmod transforms multiple pushouts in SPEC into multiple pullbacks in CATCAT.
Proof
1. Given A3 in Catmod(SP3) define A1 = V g (A3), A2 * = (V g1 (A3),...,V gn (A3)) and A0 * = (V f1 (A1),...,V fn (A1)) then the uniqueness property of multiple amalgamation implies A3 = A1 + A0* A2 * 2. Given a category Cat and functors G: Cat → Catmod(SP1), and G1,...,Gn: Cat → Catmod(SP2) with V fi ° G = V f ° Gi (i = 1,...,n). G0(X) can be defined for each object or morphism X in Cat by G0(X) = G(X) + A0* (G1(X),...,Gn(X)), with A0 i = V fi ° G(X) = V f ° Gi(X) and A0 * = (A0 1 ,...,A0 n ) leading to a unique functor G0:Cat → Catmod(SP3) with V g ° G0 = G and V gi ° G0 = Gi for i = 1,...,n. Conversely the multiple pullback property implies multiple amalgamation taking Cat = 2, the category with two objects and one non-identical morphism. "
Fact (Construction of Multiple Amalgamations)
If an indexed category SF is finitely separated and has amalgamation then SF also has multiple amalgamation.
Remark
In fact multiple amalgamation A1 + A0* A2 * where A0 * and A2 * are families of objects in Catmod(SP0) resp. Catmod(SP2) coincides with amalgamation A1 + A0* A2 * where A0 * and A2 * are considered to be objects in Catmod(' n SP0) resp. Catmod(' n SP2). This justifies the same notation in both cases.
Proof
Given a multiple pushout as in definition 3.1, a decomposition into diagrams (1), (2), (3) as in the proof of fact 3.4, and an object A1 as well as families of objects A2 * and A0 * as in definition 3.7 we define: The multiple amalgamation A3 of A1 and A2 * via A0 * is the following amalgamation corresponding to the pushout (3) in the proof of fact 3.4 A3 = A1 + A0* A2 * , where due to the fact that SF is finitely separated we have Catmod(' n SP) = ∏ n Catmod(SP) s.t. A0 * = (A0 1 ,...,A0 n ) resp. A2 * = (A2 1 ,...,A2 n ) can be considered to be objects in Catmod(' n SP0) resp. Catmod(' n SP2) "
Corollary
Specification frames have multiple amalgamation. Now, in a similar way the notions of free construction plus the property of finite separation gives raise to the existence of "multiple free constructions":
Definition (Multiple Free Constructions)
Given morphisms f1,...,fn:SP0 → SP1 for n ≥ 0 and an object A0 in Catmod(SP0) an object F(A0) in Catmod(SP1) together with universal morphisms ui(A0):A0 → V fi F(A0) (n ≥ 0) is called multiple free construction over A0 w.r.t. (f1,...,fn) if the following universal property is satisfied:
For all objects A1 in Catmod(SP1) and all morphisms (h1,...,hn) with hi:A0 → V fi (A1) there is a unique morphism h#:
Remarks and Interpretation
1. In the case n = 1 a multiple free construction is a free construction in the standard sense. In the case n = 0 F(A0) is (independently of A0) the initial object in Catmod(SP1).
2. Similar to free constructions the existence of multiple free constructions for all objects A0 in Catmod(SP0) implies (uniquely up to isomorphism) the existence of a functor ..,n). In the case n = 0 any functor F as above is strongly multiple persistent.
Example
Consider the following specifications and morphisms: SP0 = sort s0 SP1 = sorts s1, s2 opns *: s0 s0 → s0 opns *: s1 s1 → s1 axs X*(Y*Z) = (X*Y)*Z +: s2 s2 → s2 zero: s2 axs X*(Y*Z) = (X*Y)*Z X+(Y+Z) = (X+Y)+Z (X*Y) = (Y*X) X+zero = X zero+X = X h1: SP0 → SP1 h2: SP0 → SP1 with h1(s0) = s1 with h2(s0) = s2 h1 (*) = * h2 (*) = + That is, SP0 is a presentation for semigrups while SP1 describes algebras having "two components": an abelian semigroup and a monoid (i.e. the (s1,*)-"component" is an abelian semi-group while the (s2,+,zero)-"component" is a monoid). Now, the multiple free construction associated to {h1,h2} would map any semigroup G into an algebra including as components the free abelian semigroup generated by G and the free monoid also generated by G.
Fact (Construction of Multiple Free Constructions)
If SF is finitely separated and has free constructions then SF has multiple free constructions.
Proof
For n ≥ 1 and f1,...,fn:SP0 → SP1 there is a unique f:' n SP0 → SP1 with f ° ji = fi, for i = 1,...,n where j1,...,jn are the universal morphisms of the coproduct. Since SF is finitely separated the family of diagrams given in definition 3.14 for i = 1,...,n is a diagram in ∏ n Catmod(SP0) which is equivalent to the following diagram in Catmod(' n SP0) defining the universal property of the free construction F f (A0 * ) for A0 ∈ Catmod(SP0) with A0 * = (A0,...,A0) ∈ ∏ n Catmod(SP0) = Catmod(' n SP0):
The universal property of F f (A0 * ) of the free construction w.r.t. f implies the universal property of the multiple free construction F(A0) over A0 w.r.t. (f1,...,fn) and universal morphisms ui(A0):A0 → V fi F(A0) for n ≥ 0 if we define F(A0) = F f (A0 * ) and ui(A0) = u f (A0 * ) i , for i = 1,...,n Note, that we have V fi = V ji ° V f for i = 1,...,n such that application of V ji to diagram (*) yields, the family of diagrams required in definition 3.14.
In the case n = 0 we have a unique morphism f:' n SP0 = ∅SP → SP1 s.t. the free construction F f implies an initial object in Catmod(SP1). "
Remark
The proof also shows that, conversely, if F(A0) is a multiple free construction w.r.t. f1,...,fn then F f (A0 * ) is a free construction w.r.t. f together with the corresponding universal morphisms.
Multiple extensions can be constructed using multiple amalgamation, in a similar way as extensions can be constructed using amalgamation (see Ehrig et al 1991) 
Definition (Multiple Extension)
An indexed category SF has multiple extension if for every multiple pushout in SPEC and every strongly multiple persistent functor F: Catmod(SP0) → Catmod(SP1) w.r.t. (f1,...,fn), i.e. for every A1 in Catmod(SP1) and every i V fi (F(A1)) = A1, there is a strongly multiple persistent functor F * :Catmod(SP2) → Catmod(SP3) w.r.t. (g1,...,gn) s.t. the following diagram commutes
Moreover, if F is multiple free w.r.t. (f1,...,fn)) then also F * is multiple free w.r.t. (g1,...,gn)).
Remarks and Interpretation
1.In the case n = 1 multiple extension coincides with extension as defined in Ehrig et al (1991) where F and F * are strongly persistent functors.
2. In the case n = 0 it corresponds to the trivial statement that for each functor F there exists a functor F * with F * = F ° V f and if F is constant with F(A0) initial in Catmod(SP1) then also F * is constant with F * (A2) initial.
Theorem (Multiple Extension by Multiple Amalgamation)
If SF has multiple amalgamation then it also has multiple extension.
Construction: For A2 in Catmod(SP2) we have F * (A2) = F(A0) + A0* A2 * (multiple amalgamation), where A2 * = (A2,...,A2) and A0 * = (A0,...,A0) with A0 = V f (A2) and similar for morphisms. This generalizes the well-known construction of extension by amalgamation as given in Ehrig et al (1991) .
Proof
The construction for F * (A2) given above is a well-defined multiple amalgamation because we have V fi F(A0) = A0 = V f (A2) for i = 1,...,n by strong multiple persistency of F w.r.t. (f1,...,fn). Similarily we have F * (h2) = F(h0) + h0* h2 * with h0 = V f (h2) for morphisms where existence and uniqueness of multiple amalgamation implies that we obtain a unique strongly multiple persistent functor F * :Catmod(SP2) → Catmod(SP3) w.r.t. (g1,...,gn) s.t.
It remains to show that F * is multiple free w.r.t. (g1,...,gn) provided that F is multiple free w.r.t. (f1,...,fn). In both cases the universal morphisms are identities because of strong multiple persistency. Given morphisms hi:A2 → V gi (A3) for i = 1,...,n we have to show that there is a unique h#:F * (A2) → A3 s.t. V gi (h#) = hi for i = 1,...,n. Let ki = V f (hi):A0 → V fi (A1) with A0 = V f (A2) and A1 = V g (A3) then multiple freeness of F implies a unique k#:F(A0) → A1 with V fi (k#) = ki for i = 1,...,n. Now it is easy to check that h#:F * (A2) → A3 with F * (A2) = F(A0) + A0* A2 * , A3 = A1 + A0* A2 * A0 * = (V f1 (A1),...,V fn (A1)) and A2 * = (V g1 (A3),...,V gn (A3)) defined by h# = k# + k* h * , with k * = (k1,...,kn) and h * = (h1,...,hn) has the desired properties. "
Corollary
Specification frames have multiple extension.
Basic Specifications and Specification Building Operations
In this section we present the kind of specifications and specification-building operations with which we deal in the rest of the paper. With respect to the specifications, for the reasons already discussed in section 2, we assume that the logic used for specification is an induced specification frame with constraints built over a frame SF = (SPEC,Catmod) and over a logic of constraints LC = (Constr,E).
The syntax for writing specifications is given by a set of specification expressions over a set of specification-building operations, i.e. a specification expression is a term built by applying a number of specification-building operations to "constant" specification expressions. As a consequence, every specification expression E denotes a basic specification [E] Spec . In particular, expressions and their denotations are defined as follows:
Definition (Specification expressions)
The set of specification expressions over SFC is the least set satisfying properties 1.-4. below. At the specification level, each expression E denotes a basic specification, [E] Spec = (SP,C), in SPECC:
1. If SP0 ∈ SPEC then SP0 is a specification expression. The specification denoted by SP0 is SP0 together with an empty set of constraints, i.e.
[SP0] Spec = (SP0,Ø).
2. impose C' on E, where E is a specification expression and C is set of constraints over [E] Spec = (SP,C), is a specification expression. In this case [impose C' on E] Spec = (SP, C U C'). 
Definition (Second Level Semantics for Specification Expressions)
The semantics at the model level for specification expressions is defined as follows: 
Remarks

The two definitions are compatible in the sense that CatmodC([E] Spec ) = [E]
Mod , for every expression E. This is a consequence of the properties of specification frames. Actually we could have obtained similar results without requiring amalgamation, as long as it is considered erroneous to combine specifications (by the + operation) whose associated pushout diagram does not have amalgamation. (Bergstra et al 1990) we can consider the specificationbuilding operations as operators of an abstract signature ΣSPEC over two sorts (specifications and morphisms). In this sense, specification expressions are just terms in T ΣSPEC and the two semantic definitions [_] Spec and [_] Mod can be seen just as the definition of two ΣSPEC-algebras in terms of SPECC and CatmodC(SPECC), respectively. This fact is used below to define specification expressions over variables, i.e. terms in T ΣSPEC (X), and variable substitution.
Following the Module Algebra approach
3. Comparing our specification-building operations, and the ones considered in Sannella et al (1990) , essentially two differences may be found. The first one is that they consider an operation to close (up to isomorphism) the class of models of a given specification. We do not consider such an operation since we assume (although it is not explicitly stated) that in our framework model classes are already closed up to isomorphism. Actually we think that having the possibility to define a specification that excludes some isomorphic models is a quite awkward choice, either for the specification frame or for the specification language. The second difference is that they consider a derive operation that allows the hiding or forgetting of parts of a specification. Our opinion is that this kind of operation should only be considered in a second layer of a specification language. Being specific, hiding parts of a specification should only be possible through the use of a notion of module with well-defined import and export interfaces describing the "visible" parts of a specification. Actually this is the main feature of modules systems such as the ones found in Extended ML and ACT TWO (see Sannella and Tarlecki 1989; Ehrig and Mahr 1990 ).
4. It must be considered that the above operations represent only at an abstract level the kind of operations that can be found in specification languages. However, it would probably not be very sensible to define a specification language with exactly these operations, since their form could make them quite "unconfortable" to use. For example, all specification languages have some form of specification enrichment, nevertheless these operations do not consist in the explicit definition of the specification morphism associated to the enrichment. Instead, such a morphism (often an inclusion) is only defined implicitly. However, in the context of this paper, trying to define some more "ergonomic" operations would have probably involved providing more detail about the specification frame involved (i.e. giving detail about the form of the specifications), making the results less general than needed.
Parameterizations
As said in the introduction, following Sannella et al (1990) we consider two kinds of parameterizations: parameterized specifications and specifications of parameterized data types. The main difference is methodological: when designing a software system, specifications of parameterized data types are intended to be descriptions of software units that will eventually "exist" in the system; conversely parameterized specifications are user-defined specification-building operations that are just utilized in the specification design phase. A typical example of a specification of parameterized data types may be the ubiquitous STACK[X] specification, describing generic stacks. Obviously, this specification can be used for building arbitrary stack specifications and, in this sense, can be considered as a parameterized specification. But we can better see STACK [X] as the specification of a generic module for building program units implementing arbitrary stacks. A typical example of a parameterized specification can be the specification COMMUT[X] that, given a specification of a data type including a binary operation, yields as result the parameter specification enriched with the commutativity axiom for that operation. For instance, passing as parameter a specification of Groups would produce as result the specification of Abelian Groups. COMMUT[X] can hardly be seen as the description of a software unit.
As in Sannella et al (1990) , we consider that parameterizations are defined as arbitrary specification expressions over a specification variable. This generalizes most previous approaches (e.g. Burstall and Goguen 1980; Ehrich 1982; Ehrig and Mahr 1985) where only an enrichment of the parameter specification was allowed. In particular, also as in Sannella et al (1990) , the notation used is the following one: λX:SPC.E[X] denotes a parameterized specification mapping classes of SPC-models into classes of E[X/SPC]-models, where SPC is a specification with constraints, E[X/SPC] is the expression obtained by substituting in E the variable X by SPC, with E[X]∈T ΣSPEC ({X}) (see remark 4.2.2); similarly, ΠX:SPC.E is the specification of a parameterized data type denoting mappings that associate E[X/SPC]-models to SPC-models.
In the simplest approaches a parameterization is seen as an inclusion of specifications, SPC⊆SPC'. This is sometimes slightly generalized to arbitrary morphisms f: SPC → SPC'. However, in our context, the semantics at the specification level of a parameterization is going to be defined as a family of morphisms from the formal parameter into the result specification. The intuition for this is that, if parameterizations are defined by arbitrary specification-building operations, then the formal parameter specification "may occur" several times inside the body specification. In the case of parameterized specifications this situation may be quite common, since a parameterized specification, as said above, just describes an arbitrary specification building operation. For instance, an operation for "duplicating" (i.e. making two copies) a given specification would be the simplest example in this case. A simple, though realistic, example of a parameterized data type specification where this additional strength is needed is the following one:
Suppose that REAL is a specification of the real numbers and that PAIR_OF_REALS is a specification, built on top of REAL, describing pairs of reals. Now, suppose that COMPLEX1 is a specification of the cartesian representation of complex numbers defined as an enrichment of PAIR_OF_REALS, with f1 being the associated morphism. Then the specification ΠX:PAIR_OF_REALS.enrich X by f1 would, intuitively, describe a module that given an implementation of the type PAIR_OF_REALS returns an implementation of the complex numbers (with cartesian representation). Similarly, if COMPLEX2 is a specification of the polar representation of complex numbers defined as an enrichment of PAIR_OF_REALS by means of the morphism f2, then ΠX:PAIR_OF_REALS.enrich X by f2 would, similarly, describe a module that given an implementation of the type PAIR_OF_REALS returns an implementation of the complex numbers with polar representation. Now, suppose that we plan to work with both representations of complex numbers, then we would probably like to specify the following module:
ΠX:PAIR_OF_REALS.enrich ((enrich X by f1) + (REAL,i1,i2) (enrich X by f2)) by f where i1 and i2 would be the inclusion morphisms from REAL to COMPLEX1 and COMPLEX2, respectively, and where f might be, for instance, the morphism associated to an additional specification describing the conversion functions between both representations. Then, in this example, we have indeed a situation where the parameter "occurs twice" in the body of the parameterization, i.e. the dependency of the body with respect to the parameter specification should be expressed by two morphisms.
In the rest of the section we study the semantics of both kinds of parameterizations. Moreover we provide two levels of semantics. At the model level, the definitions follow the intuitions discussed above. At the specification level, the definitions can be seen as a form of abstract syntax for the two parameterization mechanisms. This specification level semantics is needed in section 5 for defining the semantics of parameter passing.
Definition (First level Semantics of Parameterized Specifications and Specifications of Parameterized Data Types)
Given a parameterized specification λX:SPC.E[X] its semantics at the specification level, According to the intuitions discussed above, the second level semantics of parameterized specifications is a function mapping model classes into model classes. In particular, given a parameterized specification λX:SPC.E[X], this function can be defined, for every class of SPCmodels M, as the evaluation at the model level of the expression E over M. A simple way of doing this could have been defining 
5.ּIf E[X] = E1[X] + (E0
Definition (Second Level Semantics of Parameterized Specifications)
Given a parameterized specification λX:SPC.E [X] , its semantics at the model level, 
Proposition (Compatibility of the Specification and Model Level Semantics for Parameterized Specifications)
Given λX:SPC.E[X], with [λX:SPC.E[X]] Spec =(SPC,SPC',F), and M⊆ CatmodC(SPC) we have:
Proof
If E is defined by cases 1. -4. the proposition is a direct consequence of the definition of the specification and the model level semantics. For case 5, it is a consequence of the properties of amalgamation (theorem 3.10). "
Properties of [_] Mod
For every parameterized specification λX:SPC.E[X] we have that: 
Proof
The first property is a direct consequence of the definition of the model level semantics and of the fact that amalgamation is monotonic and the third one is a consequence of the fact that for standard pushouts amalgamation and multiple amalgamation coincide (cf. fact 3.8.1). For the second property it is enough to consider the following counter-example. Let SPC and SPC' be the following specifications: A similar (though slightly more complex) counter-example can be found in Sannella et al (1990) . Now the model level semantics of parameterized data types specifications is defined as the class of all mappings F such that, for every model A, F(A) is in the result of evaluating the parameterization over A.
Definition (Second Level Semantics of Specifications of Parameterized Data Types)
Given a specification of parameterized data types ΠX:SPC.E [X] , its semantics at the model level, 
If [ΠX:SPC.E[X]
] Spec = (SPC, SPC', F) and F is empty then it could be reasonable to restrict
Mod to the class of constant functors, since, in this case, the body of the parameterization does not depend on the formal parameter and, as a consequence, it may be considered sensible to restrict the semantics to the class of mappings which are also independent of their arguments, i.e. the constant mappings. However we have preferred not to define a special case in this situation for uniformity reasons. Anyhow this possible change does not affect the results that are presented below.
3. In the short version of this paper (see Ehrig et al 1993) , [ΠX:SPC.E[X]] Mod was defined as the class of all mappings (i.e. not necessarily functors) from CatmodC(SPC) to CatmodC(E[X/SPC]), because of some problems encountered. A detailed discussion of such problems and of the reasons for our new position can be found below (remark 5.9).
An important issue concerning specifications consists in finding an adequate notion of (internal) correctness. For non-parameterized specification a reasonable and simple correctness condition is consistency, i.e. existence of models. In this sense, a similar condition for specifications of parameterized data types would be asking for [ΠX:SPC.E[X]] Mod ≠ ∅. With respect to parameterized specifications, since they are intended for building specifications, we can base their correctness on their "ability" to build correct specifications. Then, we can define two different correctness conditions: a strong one, if every result of applying the parameterization is consistent, and a weak one, if only some results are consistent. It must be noted that, when restricted to the standard initial case (i.e. parameterizations associated to an inclusion of specifications whose semantics is defined by the associated free functor), all these notions of correctness coincide with the usual one, i.e. persistency of the associated free functor.
Definitions (Correctness of Parameterizations)
A parameterized specification λX:SPC.E[X] is strongly correct (resp. weakly correct) iff ∀M ⊆ CatmodC(SPC), with M ≠ ∅, [λX: 
Remark
In general, the converse of fact 5.8.2 is not true. This is a consequence of the functorial semantics defined for the specifications of parameterized data types, as the following counter-example shows:
Let SPC and SPC' be the following first order logic specifications: This counter-example led us to think that it was more appropriate to define a non-functorial semantics for parameterized data types, since this specification may be seen as the loose specification of a family of parameterized data types defining a type s2, with two constants c and d, from a type s1, also with two constants a and b, in such a way that c and d must have a different value if a and b have the same one, and vice-versa. However, after a closer look, we decided that it was not the functorial semantics which was inadequate but the example.
In particular, the example assumes implicitly that we are working with a frame whose category of specifications consists in many-sorted first order logic (with equality) presentations together with model categories consisting of heterogeneous algebras and (standard) homomorphisms. Now the problem is that standard homomorphisms are the right notion of "structure preserving mapping" when dealing with varieties (or quasi-varieties). In the sense that, on the one hand, we may consider that the "structure" of an algebra A is characterized by the equations that A satisfies and, on the other hand, homomorphisms "preserve" the equations: if A satisfies an equation t1=t2 then h(A) also satisfies t1=t2. However, in a similar manner, when dealing with first-order logic, we may consider that the structure of a model A is characterized by all the formulas that A satisfies. But, then, homomorphisms are not anymore structure-preserving mappings since, for instance, they do not preserve inequalities, i.e. if A satisfies t1≠t2 this does not imply that h(A) would also satisfy t1≠t2. In particular, we may arrive to the conclusion that if the morphisms in the model categories must preserve first-order formulas then they must coincide with isomorphisms, i.e. in the first-order frame, functors between model classes would be mappings preserving isomorphisms between algebras. Then, in this context, the parameterization defined in the above counter-example would indeed be consistent.
Parameter Passing
In the previous section we have studied the syntax and semantics for the two kinds of parameterizations, in this section we will study the mechanisms for parameter passing. In particular, this consists in describing the result of applying a parameterization to an actual parameter specification that "matches" the formal parameter, this matching being done (as usual) through a fitting morphism. Note that this is not just evaluating the expression associated to the parameterization over the actual parameter, since this may be meaningless: a similar problem was already discussed for a simpler case after definition 5.2, which was then solved in a quite ad-hoc manner. In this section we provide a more systematic solution by using the "multiple constructions" introduced in this paper that can be found in section 3.
The result of parameter passing is described at the specification and at the model levels showing compatibility results. In addition, the model level semantics is compositional in the sense that we are able to describe the result, at the model level, of a parameter passing operation in terms of the semantics of the parameterized specification and of the actual parameter specification. On the other hand, the compatibility of the model and specification level semantics means that we show that the class of models of the resulting specification of a parameter passing operation coincides with the model-level semantics of that operation.
At the specification level, parameter passing for parameterized specifications and for specifications of parameterized data types is defined exactly in the same way. This is rather reasonable since the specification-level semantics of both kinds of parameterizations also coincides. It has sometimes been argued that it makes no sense to define, at all, parameter passing for specifications of parameterized data types. The reason is that these specifications are supposed to describe parameterized software units and, accordingly, it makes no sense to define parameter passing in a specification framework: parameter passing would only occur when the given specification units are refined into program units. We consider that this may be true, if we really want to make a distinction between specifications and programs and we are only interested in what happens at the specification level. However, in the context of formal program development, this distinction between specifications and programs is not relevant: in the development process, specification and program units must have to be "handled" together and as a consequence, within the same framework, parameter passing for parameterized specifications and "parameterized program units" would have to take place. In this kind of situations, for simplicity (i.e. for avoiding to work with two different frames), programs are usually seen as a special kind of specifications. We take a similar view: in particular we consider programs to be monomorphic specifications, i.e. specifications having at most one model up to isomorphism.
It has also been argued that describing parameter passing (and, in general, any other specification building operation) at the specification level is methodologically inadequate, since this means "flattening" (losing the structure of) the given specification. We think that this may be true in some cases but not in this one. The reason is that, in our framework, the "structure" of a specification is defined at two levels: at the higher one, the structure is defined by means of modules, which are not treated in this paper, and at the lower level the structure is defined in terms of the constraints associated to the specification (e.g. see Orejas et al 1989) . Then, in this context, providing a semantic definition at the specification level is methodologically fully adequate.
Definition (Syntax of Parameter Passing for Parameterized Specifications and Specifications of Parameterized Data Types)
The syntax of parameter passing for a parameterized specification (resp. the syntax of parameter passing for the specification of a parameterized data type) is given by To define the result of parameter passing (at the specification level) of both kinds of parameterizations we use a multiple pushout construction (c.f. 3.1). This construction works as a pushout but taking care that the "multiple occurrences" of the formal parameter in the body of the parameterization are substituted by multiple occurrences of the actual parameter. The model level semantics of parameter passing for parameterized specifications is defined compositionally in terms of the meanings of the parameterized specification and the actual parameter given. This is done by using multiple amalgamation.
Definition (First Level Semantics of Parameter Passing for Parameterized Specifications and Specifications of Parameterized Data Types)
Definition (Second Level Semantics of Parameter Passing for Parameterized
Specifications) First, by the properties of multiple amalgamation (theorem 3.10), we have that:
where M0 = CatmodC(SPC). Now, let M = V h (CatmodC(SPC act )), it must be noted that:
The other inclusion is obvious.
Finally, according to 5.3, we know that:
and this means that:
Given the parameter passing expression (λX: SPC.E[X]) (SPC act ) h , the following facts hold concerning the correctness and consistency of the specifications involved:
6.5 Facts To define the model level semantics of parameter passing for parameterized data types, we use the multiple extension construction (see 3.19), allowing to define, for every function mapping formal parameter models into body models, a corresponding extension mapping actual parameter models into result models, in such a way that the multiple occurrences problem is handled adequately. It must be noted that this definition is also compositional. However, in this context, compatibility of the specification and model level semantics of parameter passing can only be ensured if we work in a monomorphic framework. This is reasonable because, as discussed above, specifications of parameterized data types are specifications of true software units. As a consequence, parameter passing would only make sense at the programming language level which is always monomorphic. 
The Initial Case
In this section we show how the results from previous sections, in particular those referring to parameterized data types (i.e. parameterizations with Π-semantics) can be directly applied to the initial approach to algebraic specification (see Goguen et al 1978; Thatcher et al 1982; Ehrig and Mahr 1985) . The key idea consists in considering that specifications carry an initial or free constraint (see Reichel 1980; Burstall and Goguen 1980) . In this way, the results in this paper can be applied to generalize all known results for parameterizations in the initial framework. In what follows we assume that all specifications in this framework are equational or, in general, over a specification frame with free constructions.
Definition (Free Generating Constraint)
Given a specification morphism f : SP0 → SP1 we can define a free generating constraint FGEN(f) on SP1 with the following meaning for A1∈Catmod(SP1):
Facts
1. Given A1∈Catmod(SP1) then A1E FGEN(f) iff ∃A0∈Catmod(SP0) such that A1 is freely generated by A0 using FREE f and FREE f is strongly persistent on A0.
2. As a consequence of 1., if FREE f exists and is strongly persistent, as considered in the traditional initial case, we have: (*) FREE f (Catmod(SP0)) = CatmodC( (SP1, {FGEN(f)}) )
This shows how the initial case can be considered as a special case of the loose one, taking into account that the free functor semantics in the initial case, given by FREE f is replaced by the class FREE f (Catmod(SP0)) of all free objects in Catmod(SP1).
In the non-parameterized case (i.e. SP0 = ∅) we have a single (initial) object A ∅ in Catmod(∅) such that FREE f (A ∅ ) = T SP1 , initial object in Catmod(SP1), which implies by (*):
CatmodC((SP1, {FGEN(f)})) = {A1/ A1 is initial in Catmod(SP1)} i.e. the traditional initial semantics of SP1.
On the other hand, parameterized specifications in the initial approach (see e.g. Thatcher et al 1982; Ehrig and Mahr 1985) are defined as inclusions of specifications (SP par , SP body ), with SP par ⊆ SP body , such that the associated free constructions are persistent. Its semantics is defined as the class of all strongly persistent free functors from Catmod(SP par ) to Catmod(SP body ).
Then, as the proposition below shows, this kind of parameterized specifications may be represented in our framework by the parameterization:
(ΠX: SP par . impose FGEN(i) on ( enrich X by i ))
where i denotes the inclusion SP par ´ SP body .
Proposition
Given an inclusion i: SP par ´ SP body and given the parameterization PSP = (ΠX:SP par .impose FGEN(i) on enrich X by i)
Compositionality of parameter passing for the initial case is also a special case of Theorem 6.7. In particular, the main result concerning compositionality of standard parameter passing in the literature is the following (see Ehrig and Mahr 1985) Given a (strongly) persistent parameterized specification i1: SP par → SP body and actual parameter SP act with fitting morphism h1, then the resulting specification, SP res , is defined by the following pushout: T SP res = T SP act + A0 FREE i1 (A0) with A0 = V h1 (T SP act )
As said above, this result is a special case of Thm. 6.7.1, i.e. let PSP be the parameterization ΠX:SP par .impose FGEN(i1) on enrich X by i1, then:
In fact, the lefthand side is CatmodC(SP res ), the semantics of the result specification. The righthand side is FREE i1 * (A), which is the extension of FREE i1 applied to A∈ CatmodC((SP act ,{A})). Now, due to the construction of FREE i1 * by amalgamation we know:
FREE i1 * (A) = A + A0 FREE i1 (A0) with A0 = V h1 (A)
Taking A = T SP act and knowing that FREE i1 * is free and hence preserves initiality, i.e. FREE i1 * (T SP act ) = T SP res , we obtain the desired result.
Remarks
1. As it can be seen, the initial approach to parameterization is a special case of the parameterizations introduced in this paper. In particular, parameterized specifications in the initial framework may be seen as parameterizations with Π-semantics including a free constraint and such that the formal parameter "occurs" only once in the body of the parameterization. This last restriction could be lifted (since it is not really inherent of the initial approach) providing a more powerful concept along the lines of this paper.
